ACROSS
1) "Stop filming!"
4) Dublin-born
9) Direct (to)
14) A lode off one's mine?
15) Brazilian racer Ayrton
16) Like mutton
17) Impressive degree
18) Implicated but not stated
19) Like pitchforks
20) Sherlock Holmes portrayer that herb likes?
23) Unity of thought
24) Pinball palace
27) One bound to the land
28) What revenge-seekers want to get
31) He played Ponch
32) X-ray unit
35) Send out matter
37) Thing to drive from
38) Woody plants that herb likes?
41) Hee-___ (donkey's sound)
43) Numbered piece
44) End of the A-line?
45) Long-billed Floridian
47) Half the alphabet?
49) Wise men from the East
53) It may be explosive
55) Airplane maneuverer
58) Perfect shape, in a collectibles ad
61) Mimicking
63) Unwritten exams
64) Reproductive cells
65) Kidney-related
66) Basic principle
67) Songs the band is going to play
68) Avian symbol of America
69) Flies heavenward
70) Bard's "prior to"

DOWN
1) Jazz ensembles
2) Suave and polished
3) "Coming up next" ad
4) Basketmaking fiber
5) Acts like a stallion
6) "___ of fire, break glass"
7) Fit of bad temper
8) "... ___ no fury like a woman scorned"
9) Reversible part of a helicopter
10) Show clearly
11) Aesthetic pursuits
12) San Jose-to-Modesto dir.
13) Tom Clancy's "___ Storm Rising"
21) Prefix with "structure"
22) Forcibly exile
25) What champions never say
26) Barely achieve (with "out")
29) Left-hand page
30) Earthbound avian
33) Way back when
34) What de actor auditioned for?
36) Word unlikely to end a sentence
38) Taking a dip
39) However
40) Character actor M. ___ Walsh
41) Successful turn in Battleship
42) President between James and Andrew
46) Type of cord
48) Procrastinator's utterance, sometimes
50) In a melodic style
51) Read through
52) Existing from birth
54) "A Wrinkle in Time" author Madeleine L'
56) Lazybones
57) Products of planning
59) Barracks beds
60) Snack first created in 1912
61) "___ you with me?"
62) Chick chaser?